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Evans Brown was born and raised in Indianapolis, IN.  Evans’ father was a 
Mechanical Engineer and photographer, his mother a lower elementary educator 
and fine art painter.  Evans followed the creative path initiated by his parents and 
attended The School of the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston for college, studying 
fine art black and white photography, and filmmaking.  After college Evans began 
working on films as a Director of Photography and Chief Lighting Technician.  
Evans continues to study the art of black and white photography focusing on the 
human condition as his father did.  Evans is married and started his family later in 
life at 44 years of age.  His wife Tachou and him have two wonderful young boys 
5 and 7 years old, family being the life-blood that makes the world right.  
 
Evans has always been a lover of the photographic image as it relates to light. 
Going on photographic expeditions with his Father where he was instructed to 
call out “Pull over I see a picture!”  Then his father would instruct him on 
composition, light, and a way of seeing he carries with him today.  
 
Evans’ career spans a variety of content, and after 20 years of being a gaffer his 
career shifted landing him as a Cinematographer on productions like HBO’s “The 
Wire” and “True Blood” as well as NBC’s “Constantine”, VH-1’s “The Breaks”, 
AMC’s, “Halt and Catch Fire”, Cinemax’s “Outcast”, and as of recent the Toronto 
based Amazon series called “The Boys” and the now shooting the spy series 
“Condor” 
 
It has been a life goal of Evans to start and build a successful business.  This 
opportunity came while working on the HBO series True Blood where Evans and 
his soon to be partners started formulating and designing plans on what is now 
Quasar Science, LLC an LED Technology and Logistic Company, specializing in 
the design and high color rendering of LED lighting products.  Evans 
responsibility at Quasar forms a wide range from product development to 
strategy, with a focus on the diversification of the company.  
	  
	  


